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GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT
CRAB

[London]

ARCHITECT

CRAB is the Cook Robotham Architecture Bureau established
in 2006 by Sir Peter Cook and Gavin Robotham. CRAB studio
is a different kind of architect’s office with an experimental
attitude of mind, producing complex and innovative buildings
and landscapes at a variety of scales. Currently, the studio
is delivering a new faculty for the Vienna Economics and
Business University, a building for the Bournemouth Arts
University and the new Architectural School of Bond University
on the Gold Coast. Bespoke furniture designed by CRAB
will be featured in both schools. The studio pursues design
challenges from pack-up-and-go inflatables to exhibitions and
from culture institution buildings to investigating the potential
of urban areas.
Other competition wins include the Municipal Theatre in
Verbania, Italy. The studio is a tight-knit group of architects
from the UK, France, Germany and Taiwan.

MAX FORDHAM

[London]

SU S TA I NA B I LI T Y C ON S U LTA N T S
Max Fordham have been delivering
beautifully engineered and sustainable Arts
buildings over nearly 50 years including the
new addition to London’s Tate Modern, and
the Stirling Prize winning MAXXI in Rome.
Believing buildings should respond to
the environment in which they exist is our
starting point that drives the engineering
approach, making sure that we embed
principles of sustainability in everything we
do.

Bruce Munro [London]
LI G HTIN G D ES IGN E R
Bruce Munro is a British artist creating
immersive
large-scale
light-based
installations inspired largely by his interest
in shared human experience. His works are
exhibited in some of the most preeminent
Botanical and Public Gardens in the US and
UK. Much of his inspiration is drawn from
his early experiences living in Australia,
where he made the connection between
the natural world and light that underpins
his artistic approach today.

VOGT [Zurich/London]

B OLLIN GE R

Günther Vogt founded VOGT Landscape in 2000, today he
develops national and international projects in his offices in
Zurich, London and Berlin.
Günther is Professor for Landscape Architecture at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich and was visiting
professor at Harvard University in 2012.
Günther will define the basic direction of the design.
During regular internal meetings he will control the design
development and quality standard of the work. In special cases
major presentations to the client and the public will be given by
him personally.
Günther experienced various collaborations with artists
including Sol Lewitt, Hamish Fulton, Olafur Eliasson, Dan
Graham and with high profile architectural firms - Herzog and
de Meuron, Peter Zumthor Architect, Frank Gehry Partners,
Norman Foster Partners among others.

BOLLINGER+GROHMANN Ingenieure is a worldwide working
practice focused on integral high-end solutions within the fields
of engineering, façade planning, building physics and complex
geometry services for buildings of all types.
Cooperating with many of the worlds leading architects,
including SANAA, Zaha Hadid and Co-op Himmelb(l)au ,
delivering extremely efficient and robust solutions for public as
well as private clients.
Strongly believing that outstanding architecture is always the
result of an integral design process and following that philosophy
for over 30 years B+G is used to collaborate intensively within
a team to develop aesthetic solutions as basis for high quality
economic buildings. B+G is one of the best known structural
engineering practices whenever innovative and new solutions
are necessary.

LANDSCAPE ARC H IT EC T

[ Frankf urt ]

ST R U C T U R AL EN GIN EER

MARSHALL DAY [Hong Kong]

THEATREPLAN [London]

ARUP [Sydney]

A C OU S TIC C ON S U LTA N TS
Australian owned Marshall Day Acoustics
is a global acoustic consultancy. We bring
international experience to our projects,
such as Hamer Hall or Guangzhou Opera
House.
Our acoustic experts, many used-to-be
planners, musicians, scientists or venue
managers provide the expertise, resources
and creativity needed for complex projects.
We will work collaboratively with all involved
to deliver excellent acoustics to a unique
Cultural Precinct.

THEATRE CO NSULTANTS
Theatreplan is a world-class team of
auditorium planners, renowned for excellent
auditoria, foyers and stage engineering.
Clients include the Sydney Opera House,
Melbourne Theatre Company, Hong Kong
and Singapore Governments and the City
of London. Theatreplan combines technical
knowledge, in-depth experience and flair for
creative design and will advise on the most
economical and practical strategies for the
Living Arts Centre.

URBAN I NFO RM ATI CS
Arup’s Urban Informatics design team
develop strategies to make the soft
infrastructure of place visible and tangible
through the design of digital urban
services, feedback loops and engaging
data-based public art installations. For the
Gold Coast cultural precinct, virtual and
physical interactions will coexist and blend
seamlessly. An interactive façade is where
the great outdoors and built elements will
collide in an immersive visual experience.

GMP

[Gold Coast]

HABITAT
[Gold Coast]

AECOM

[Gold Coast]

QUANTITY
SURVEYORS

ECOLOGICAL
ENGINEERS

TRANSPORT
CONSULTANT

UPS

[Gold Coast]

CERTIS

[Gold Coast]

AECOM

[Gold Coast]

URBAN
PLANNING

ACCESS
CONSULTANT

BUILDING
SERVICES

Robert
Bird

[Gold Coast]

TDLD

[Gold Coast]

AECOM

[Gold Coast]

Andre Tammes
STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERS

LIGHTING
CONSULTANTS

ACOUSTIC
CONSULTANT

[Melbourne]

LI G HTI NG CO NSULTANT
Andre Tammes career in lighting spans 50
years as a stage lighting designer and as
an architectural lighting designer with an
emphasis on urban lighting planning .The
challenge is to provide safe levels of lighting
which are both innovative and expressive
of the landscape architecture and the
buildings. The objective is to fuse the
‘essential’ and ‘feature’ lighting to provide a
unified visual experience.

DBI

[ G ol dCoast ]

ARCHITECT / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

DBI is the nominated local architect and local landscape
architect, within the local-international team collaboration. As
the city’s leading design practice, DBI has the advantage of being
based on the Gold Coast for more than 30 years, delivering the
city’s largest and most complex projects, including “The Oracle
and Soul”. Collaboration is central to the DBI international
project delivery model, always engaging a local practitioner as
a genuine partner in the process. In Australia, DBI have acted
as collaborating local architect for some of the world’s most
respected architects. DBI’s involvement in a large number of
major projects, as is evidenced by the extensive list of local
and international awards, is a direct result of commitment to
research and innovation. Environmental, social and economic
sustainability are the focus of DBI’s research which has led to
an international reputation as leaders in sustainable hi-rise and
mixed use development projects.

TEAM STRATEGY
The assembled team is composed of leading consultants,
essential local expertise and specialists in the field of theatre,
acoustics, lighting and urban informatics.
CRAB and DBI as the international and local architects will
form a joint venture for the purposes of ensuring the optimum
interdisciplinary collaboration across the team and delivering
the project.
CRAB and VOGT - the international landscape architect - will
establish a presence on the Gold Coast by working closely
with DBI and the local team to deliver the project at all phases.
The input of the team members will be managed by CRAB
and DBI to ensure there is no duplication of roles and the
consultants scope is optimised and clearly defined.

PANEL OF CULTURAL ADVISORS
In Phase I a panel of advisors, including visual and
performance artists, curators, filmmakers, academics, media
and event experts, will, together with the project team, bring
informed and independent judgement. Involvement of local
practitioners will be essential to ensure that rooted within the
Cultural Centre can be a self generating legacy to ensure
sustained growth of local culture.
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DBI

VOGT [Zurich/London]

B OLLIN GE R

A public art gallery commissioned for the city’s role as “European
City of Culture” 2003, used by the Austrian government to declare
“Austria – the old meets the new”.
Kunsthaus / Graz / Austria

The use of plants and elements of vegetation, led to the integration
of the complex building and the enhancement of the landscape.
New Stadium Allianz Arena / Munich

Largest cantilever in the world – an iconic intersection between
public space, cultural programs, technology and architecture.
Cinema Complex Busan / South Korea

A central ‘street’ is flanked by ‘scoops’ – coves of structure gradually
revealing the studios and study rooms (under construction)
School of Architecture / Bond University / Gold Coast

The promenade, the square and the park. The design of all three
parts clearly follow existing elements and patterns of the harbour.
European Harbour / Bremen / Germany

Production methods, such as CNC milling and thermoforming
guaranteed a precise and automatic translation of the CAD into
the built structure.
Hungerburgbahn / Innsbruck / Austria

DBI is included amongst world leaders in tall, and ultra tall building
design, and for delivering large scale developments.
Doan Ket / Vietnam

MAX FORDHAM [London]

MARSHALL DAY

THEATREPLAN

ARUP

Sets new standards for environmental design, with daylit galleries,
natural ventilation and a heating and cooling system which uses
water from the Thames.
New Tate Modern / London

First asymmetrical opera house in the world, illustrating how
acoustic and architectural concepts become one.
Guangzhou Opera House / China

CRAB [London]

ARCHITECT

SU STA INA B ILITY CONS ULTA NT S

Bruce Munro [London]

LANDSCAPE AR C H IT EC T

[Hong Kong]

A C O U S T I C C O N S U LTA N T S

A RT I S T / L I G HT I NG DE S I G NE R

Munro’s installations provide a bridge between the artificial spectacle of nocturnal light displays and the
organic radiance of the glowing synthetic plants.
Light Installation / Longwood Gardens / USA

[ Frankf urt ]

ST R U C T U R AL EN GIN EER

[London]

T H E AT R E

C O N S U LTA N T S

Conversion of a cinema into 1,600 seat theatre with full stage and
fly tower capable of taking major musicals and shows including
dance and opera.
Regent Theatre / Stoke / UK

[ G ol d Coast ]

AR C H IT EC T / LAN DS C A P E A R C H I TE C T

[Sydney]

U R B A N I N F O R M AT I C S

LIGHTING ADVISOR

A net of LED lights hangs over a ‘laneway’, displaying data in realtime. Data is derived from urban activities, and visualised as an
ethereal and engaging public installation. The Net / Melbourne

Major exterior lighting study commissioned by the “Sydney Opera House Trust”, designed to enhance
the form of the shells and emphasize its 3D quality.
Sydney Opera House / Sydney

Grid-shell façade features 5,000 lit glass panels that can be
programmed to project media sequences.
Yas Hotel / Abu Dhabi

Andre Tammes [Melbourne]
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Our Approach
Now that we are building in Gold Coast we are struck by the challenge of the
climate and its implications for fabric, shade, relaxedness and free-fall.
Sensing the potential we have observed how such an embryo as ‘Rabbit and
Cocoon’ with its studios, markets, and radio station at Nobby Beach already
hints at a vibrant adjunct to the necessary key elements of a ‘centre’ – such as
auditoria and controlled-climate galleries.
Centering upon a virtual acropolis of key buildings - bold, evocatively shaped,
suddenly folding and curling, with sweeping surfaces - which in the day capture
sunlight, tracing shadow paths and at night become canvases for the dynamic
play of electrics and electronics that can be darting, zig-zagging, fading and
transmuting (as we know from Graz). Additionally proposing a kaleidoscope
of structures : focuses and decoys, both year-round and seasonal, ‘high art’
and ‘low art’ – jostling each other, challenging each other and (sometimes)
contradicting each other. We believe that out of such a place creativity can
be sensed and can flourish. Certainly we intend to embrace the Gold Coast
lifestyle that has emerged to escape the drudgery and formality found in other
cities – whether by hanging loose, keeping private or not being hassled, it is
surely not going to become Paris or Rome – and why should it? It can be
infinitely more ‘chirpy’.

STAGE 1: FIRST SEEDS
Line of kiosks from beach, planting edge landscape and setting-up temporary Arts Shed.

STAGE 2: BRIDGE and ART PLAZA
Art walk develops from kiosk line, art pavilions ring lake and other small elements appear.

STAGE 3: ESTABLISH MORE PLAZAS
‘Signal’ gallery at beach and pocket landscapes together with Plazas trigger proliferation of
other features.

STAGE 4: PERFORMANCE PLACE
Establish Living Arts Centre, add ‘literary flank’ to already created ‘art ring’. Encourage Plaza
mix.

STAGE 5: ART MUSEUM
Performance Place complete, establish Art Museum, add parking slabs (with amphitheatres
over), develop bridge.

STAGE 6: LITERARY CENTRE
Plus extend infiltration of attractions and elements – into landscape, at the beach, create more
studios and tramway.

Folding the buildings into the land, tucking the land into buildings, peppering the
plazas with kiosks and pavilions, infiltrating the surrounding vegetation, which
in itself can be coerced into a romantic setting for event-spaces and the playing
of movies at night.
introducing a series of flexible and intriguing devices and venues where you
can perform for a small gaggle of enthusiasts – or the curious passer-by or at the other end of the scale - the ticket-buying aficionado in the front row of
an acoustically controlled space. Places where you can declaim mere sounds
or evocative poetry. Places where you can delve - and discover something
curious.
The strategy is to play upon peoples’ curiosity, relieve their boredom and by
subtle juxtaposition - lure some of them into widening their range of enjoyment.
Simultaneously we hope that the Cultural Precinct can absorb (as well as act as
a focus) for the creative talent that can exist in a city of close to 600,000 people,
therefore some of the structures and hybrids need to be working studios and
places of experiment.
Each of the series of Plazas can evolve towards a bias or ‘atmosphere’ that
builds up around a particular enthusiasm : thus the ‘art plaza’ and the adjoining
Evandale Lake can be the focus for gallery pavilions, mini pop-up galleries,
small patches of ground or with a performance artist doing his or her ‘thing’.
Kiosks – here to imply a myriad of cabins, structures and shelters - must
abound. Similarly the Plaza of Words becomes a focus for booksellers, minilibraries or people giving readings. The sounds of every kind of music can come
spilling out of the main auditoria but equally be distributed along the boardwalks
in a variety of locations, with acoustic enclosures or just a stretch of boardwalk
– so that there are opportunities to sit and listen, eavesdrop or walk on by.
There need be no dividing line between the busker and the Concert Orchestra.
A further dynamic and mind-stretcher lies in the opportunity for this Cultural
Precinct to come alive as does no other through its variety of devices.
Neither need the set-up be static and one of the more modest suggestions on
offer is that some kiosks might be tracked and that we have a mobile kiosk or
Art-Tram running eventually through to the beach.

Arts

Paths

Dance

Library

Music

Car Park

Drama
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1

1

2

5

3

3

4

4

5

1. Daylight filter
2. Projection surface
3. Open lattice work
4. Animated surface
5. Shade wall

Art Museum and Living Arts Centre
Located onto both the Art Plaza and Main Plaza
is the Art Museum consisting of three principal
spaces with the potential for sending out satellite
elements onto the Plazas. Its outer walls range from
mass walls that can receive film projection, through
to daylight filter walls, lattice shelving walls and
inhabited walls. This complex both hovers over and
opens out onto the plazas.
The Living Arts Centre on the opposite side of the
Main Plaza has a similar range of wall options and
is part of a trio of theatre spaces – with a cinema
complex and a ‘black box’ theatre flanking it. The
linked theatre foyer space flies over the Plaza,
and the ‘blackbox’ can open to become part of the
smaller lakeside plaza.

The existing office structure to the south is reenclosed by a similar wall systems as the new
buildings. Screen walls are erected at key points,
particularly onto the tilted grass pads that can
be open-air auditoria and sit above the main car
parking areas.
The loop bridge is a flowing structure that can also
encompass and facilitate the tramway.
Small hills and plantations are created around the
edges of the site and a light field flanks the small
theatre. A canal is introduced to add to the variety
of atmospheres.

‘The Wrap’ – Wall system
As a massive canvas – the gallery is turned inside
out - internal free ‘art shed’ space and external
display weaving into the landscape plazas,
pockets and hills.
The wrap acts as skin filtering daylight into the
gallery spaces and offers the flexibility to enclose
and enhance existing buildings if required whilst
maintaining a coherent bold form across the
precinct.
All passive and active environmental and building
control systems can be located within the wrap
creating a flexible enclosure to service the free
internal spaces.
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